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Exclusive celebrations with a Mediterranean breeze
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At The Lodge, you will find a location that can organise a wide 
range of high-level events: everything from large-scale weddings 
to intimate family reunions, fashion shoots, team building or 
end-of-year staff meetings.

Our unique spaces have been put together using only natural 
materials, like cotton and linen, native stone and wood, 
creating a pleasant and harmonious atmosphere. Surrounded by 
stunning views of the Mallorcan countryside and flooded with 
natural light and fresh air, each space will make everyone feel 
completely at home.

The Lodge provides truly unique experiences for its guests 
within a luxurious Mediterranean environment.
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Perfect for intimate celebrations or small groups who need 
more privacy. This space has everything you could need 
to enjoy our gastronomy in an exclusive setting: natural 
light, access to the garden and attention paid to every 
detail.

SINGULAR RESTAURANT

77m2

Area
100
People

50
People
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Surrounded by trees, the Pavilion boasts incredible views 
and is one of the most exclusive areas of our Singular 
Restaurant. It can be booked by groups who are looking 
for privacy, exclusivity and above all, gastronomy of the 
highest quality. This is the perfect spot for work meetings, 
business dinners or small celebrations.

THE PAVILION

110m2

Area
150
People

80
People
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Its relaxed atmosphere by the water makes our pool the 
perfect place for memorable celebrations. Enjoy the gentle 
breeze and sunlight as you celebrate your special occasion, 
be it a wedding or a work party.

Our swimming pool has chic lounge areas, Balinese beds 
and a terrace with panoramic views, all of which turns it 
into a space which is both luxurious and tranquil. The 
light reflecting off the water creates a magical atmosphere 
at night time, turning each event into a unique experience.

*Exclusively available from the hotel.

SWIMMING POOL

320m2

Area
150
People
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An area prepared specifically for a private dinner or special 
celebration, surrounded by lavender fields with every 
shade of purple. Elegance and nature for those events or 
celebrations that need to be enjoyed outdoors and which 
guests will never forget.

LAVENDER FIELDS

570m2

Area
100
People

100
People
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Celebrations or meals always taste better when you can 
gaze at a unique landscape or a sky full of stars. La Plaza 
is the perfect place for a banquet or elegant cocktail party 
surrounded by nature and fresh air.

*Exclusively available from the hotel.

LA PLAZA

320m2

Area
150
People

100
People
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Son Tut is an amazing 15-hectare estate located just a 
5-minute drive from The Lodge Mallorca. It provides an 
incredible backdrop for a wide range of high-level events, 
from weddings with an extensive guest list to intimate 
family reunions, cocktail parties, anniversary celebrations 
and other special events. 

This unique spot in the Mediterranean offers guests the 
opportunity to enjoy gastronomic experiences by Maca 
de Castro, a renowned chef with a Michelin star and a 
Michelin green star, ensuring every event is unforgettable. 

SON TUT

217m2

Area
160
People

160
People
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info@thelodgemallorca.com
+34 971 900 108 

thelodgemallorca.com

      thelodgemallorca 


